In this paper, we define a process algebra DSQ to formally describe distributed systems and a process logic SP@ to formally describe their specifications. Then, we present a method to synthesize a distributed system (described in DSQ) from given specifications (described in SP@). The main contribution of this paper is to show how to check the satisfiability of process logics in which concurrent behavior is distinct from interleaving behavior (i.e. considering true concurrency).
Introduction
The design of distributed systems is known to be a complex task, because the behavior of a distributed system results from interactions between concurrent processes of which the system consists. Our final purpose is to establish a method to automatically synthesize a distributed system from specifications. For this purpose, we need a formal framework to verify whether a distributed system satisfies a specification, or not.
Process algebras such as CCS [lO] and CSP [2) are formal frameworks to express both specifications and concurrent systems, and to verify their behavioral equality. Langerak [7] presented algorithms to equivalently transform a sequential expression (a specification) to a concurrent expression (a system), by using a process algebra LOTOS [15] . However, requirements for the system behavior must be completely specified in LOTOS, because 'equality' is used between a specification and a system. Although extended process algebras [4, 8, 131 have been proposed to express loose specifications, it has not been discussed how to synthesize a concurrent process from sequential specifications.
Process logics such as PL [10] (also called HennessyMilner logic) and p-calculus[l4] are logics with modal operators. In process logics, specifications can be flexibly expressed by disjunction operators V, and they can be refined by conjunction operators A, step by step.
Kimura et al. [6] presented an algorithm t o synthesize a system (described in a process algebra CCS) from specifications (described in a process logic p-calculus). However, since p-calculus has no notion of concurrency, the algorithm may synthesize a sequential system (ex. a.b+ b.a) which is observationally equal to the expected concurrent system (ex. aJb), where a, b are actions, '.' is a sequential operator, + is a choice operator, and I is a concurrent operator. Although the sequential system synthesized from logical specifications by the Kimura's algorithm, can be transformed into a concurrent system by the Langerak's algorithms [7] , the concurrent system often contains more synchronizations than the logical specifications need, because the medium sequential system is synthesized without respect to concurrency. To synthesize an efficient concurrent system, concurrency should be considered in logical specifications.
As another approach using logics, Manna et a1. [9] presented an algorithm to synthesize a graph from requirements described in Propositional Temporal Logic (PTL). However, concurrent requirements cannot be specified in PTL, in the same way as p-calculus.
A number of process algebras which can express (true) concurrency have been proposed in [l, 3,111, by considering locality or causality between actions. In addition, a process logic considering locality has been also given in [l] . The notion of true concurrency distinguishes concurrent behavior from interleaving behavior as follows: alb # a.b + b.a . However, satisfiability of such process logics has not been discussed yet. The satisfiability check is necessary for synthesizing a distributed system from specifications.
In this paper, we define a true concurrent process algebra DSQ to describe distributed systems and a process logic SP@ to describe their specifications, in Section 2 and 3. Then, we present an algorithm to check the satisfiability of given specifications described in Sp@, and a method to synthesize a distributed system described in DSQ, in Section 4. Finally, we conclude this paper, and discuss abstract expressions in SP@, in Section 5. 
Definition of distributed systems
where ll9ll is the number of elements in 9. Intuitively, a{$} is an action performed at the port named a in the process $, and a{$, cp} represents a synchronization between the two processes $ and cp through the port a.
We assume that a set of process-constunts Consp, 
P@$ names the process P the name $. 
And the function p n : 2Act + 2pN is often used for extracting process names from an environment, and it is defined as : p n ( E ) = {$ : la*. a\E E E , $ E *}.
The semantics of processes and distributed systems is given by the labelled transition systems (Fr, AN, 2) and (Ds, Act, 3)) respectively, where the transitions i and -t are the smallest sets satisfying the inference rules in Figure 1 and Figure 2 , respectively.
The rule Coms restricts the number of synchronous actions to 2, although DS@ is easily extended with n-synchronizations. This means that a{$, cp} cannot synchronize with the other actions. Thus, a{$,cp} is uncontrollable, and it corresponds to an internal action. The synchronous name a can be abstracted by defining an equation such that a9 N a'9 if lllkll = 2.
Fh(D)} f l env(D).

Definition of specifications
In this section, a process logic SP@ is defined to describe specifications. SP@ is an extended PL with process names, recursion, and a cost operator. Intuitively, the cost operator indicates that the system synthesized from SI V S2 should satisfy which specification SI or 5'2, if both specifications are satisfiable.
We assume that a set of specification-constants (al- 
The possibility (aQ)S requires that the action aQ can be performed, and then S can be satisfied after aQ. And the necessity [aQ]S requires that if the action aQ can be performed, then S is always satisfied after aQ.
In the same way as process-constants, a Constant is a specification whose meaning is given by a defining equation. We assume that for every Constant A E Cons, there is a defining equation of the form A %f S.
The cost operator is mainly used for expressing communication costs. For example, the specification 5::(c{p1,pz})SV 3::(c{p11p3})S indicates that the communication cost between the processes p1 and p2 is higher than the cost between pl and p3. To synthesize a system from such disjunctive specifications, a low cost specification should be selected as far as possible.
Next, an extended labelled transition system is defined to give the semantics of specifications. s" is satisfied. A possible transition s s' requires that e can be performed and then s ' can be satisfied, and a necessary transition s $1 s ' requires that if e can be performed then s ' is always satisfied after e. Note that a state s such that s I+ is never satisfied, and s such that for some S I , s H s' +E is always satisfied. The semantics of specifications is given by the RLTS (Sp,Act, H, -0, -U), where the transitions H and -y are the smallest sets satisfying the inference rules in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , respectively.
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This means that it is not necessary to successively perform disjunctive transitions twice. The set of undisjunctive specifications just after a disjunctive transition is denoted by Spo , and it is ranged over by SO, TO Proposition 3.1
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Satisfiability and synthesis
A number of incomplete specifications (in which requirements have not been uniquely fixed) are sometimes given to a system instead of its complete specification, because many designers work on the same system design in parallel. Such design method decreases responsibility of each designer, but it raises two important issues: consistency check of the incomplete specifications and synthesis of a system to satisfy them. In addition, not only behaviors but environments are often required for distributed systems. Thus, it is important to check whether distributed systems to satisfy given behaviors and environments exist, or not. This conditional satisfiability is defined as follows. In this section, we present an algorithm to check the E-satisfiability of a specification described in SP@, and to synthesize a distributed system described in DSQ. 
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Therefore, every such possible requirement should be checked at the beginning. However, it is difficult, because requirements are not fixed by disjunctions. Furthermore, it is impossible to fix every disjunction at the beginning, because of recursions. Thus, we stepwise check the satisfiability by a trial and error method.
Preliminary
Our algorithm assigns specifications in an array whose dimension is decided by process names, in order to clarify independency of processes.
At first, for each 9 E PN, the set of pointers Pnt, ranged over by U , w , . -, the set of arrays Aryv ranged over by 6,y,. .-, and the set of array-transitions Trna ranged over by t , s, . . a , are defined as follows: For each E C Act, the algorithm Sat' is presented in Figure 7 . This algorithm checks whether distributed systems (whose environment is E) to satisfy a specification exist, or not. The input is a specification to be checked, and the output is a tuple (b,60,t), where b E {tt,ff}, 60 E A~Y ; (~) ,
and t E T r n p (~) . F W 6 0 , t, 70) = PosE(9(6o>,9(t),9(yo) -9(60)), where
PosE(60, t, yo) = (b, 66, t'), where
NecE(bo, t, y) = Dis'(60, t, y U y"), where (1) check(Sat'(S)) = tt if and only ifs is E-satisfi-(2) IfSatE(S) = (tt, bo, t ) , then Figure 7 .
Dis" returns tt, if there is no specification to be checked ( # I ) , and it returns f f , if some specification has no disjunctive transition (12). Otherwise, it selects the least set yo (with respect to the order < D ) of €-satisfiable undisjunctive specifications from the set ro (#3,4,5) . If every 76 in ro is not €-satisfiable, then the greatest one is selected (#4). The order <<D is explained with the order <<R in RecE at the end of this subsubsection.
Rec" attempts to fold the array (bo U yo) for creating recursive processes. The algorithm Sat" cannot terminate for recursive specifications without Rec' . A function g : PN x Z -+ Z is a renumbering function. does not depend on how t o select an element by the orders <<D and <<R. Therefore, it is not necessary to carefully define the orders. However, the folIowing points should be considered.
The order < D should be defined such that a low cost specification is selected. For example, the cost of each specification SO E Spo is defined as:
Cos(r::So) = 7-+ Cos(S0).
COS(& ATo) = COS(~O) + COS(TO),
The order <<R should be defined such that a renumbering function which changes many different integers into an integer is selected, in order t o create recursive processes and terminate SatE.
4.3.2.
Demonstration. To demonstrate the algorithm Sat', the example in Subsection 4.2 is used again. By applying Satnet t o the specification SI of Figure 5 , the tuple (tt, 6&, tk) is returned as shown in Figure 8 , where (6&, tk) is the same as (ary, trn) given in Subsection 4.2.
In Figure 8 , the steps 6, 7, and 11 are important. In the step 6, the element ((1,3) This shows that requirements for the process q are preserved between Sol and ,902, although there is a requirement (a{p}) for the process p between Sol and SOZ.
In the step 7, l::(c{p,q})S03 is selected from S3, although the cost l is higher than the cost 0 of So3, because if So3 is selected in this step, then it is inconsistent with [d{p}]ff. The synchronization c{p, q } is needed for satisfiable.
In the step 11, the state-ID 5 of the process q is changed into 1 by 91, because ((2,5) , ,902) E "(05 and ((2, 1), SO^) E 604. By the renumbering, a recursion is created, and the element ((2,5), S 0 2 ) in 705 is removed. 
Conclusion and discussion
We have presented an algorithm SatE t o check the E-satisfiability of a process logic SF@, in which concurrent behavior is distinct from interleaving behavior. Although the termination of SatE has not been proven yet, Sat& is useful for synthesizing a distributed system described in a process algebra DS@ from specifications described in SP@.
SP@ has no abstract synchronous name like T of CCS, because an abstract name makes the algorithm SatE be (somewhat) more complex, and such name can be expressed by short notations in SP@ as follows: (7) 
